
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of procurement sourcing specialist. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for procurement sourcing specialist

Support Commodity Leaders with analysis
Support, maintain, and update key sourcing tools, processes and systems
such as iSave (a savings tracking tool), OCDB (oracle contract database),
preferred supplier list
Collaborate and communicate effectively with supplier performance analyst
while being able to escalate issues that do not involve transactional resolution
(process changes, long term issues)
Lead specific strategic and tactical sourcing efforts including integration of
any synergies with other global facilities
Consultant will be assisting manager with day to day Ariba work such as
problem solving, working with the business to enter reqs, following up with
the approval chain, and basically project managing to ensure things are
moving along appropriately
Reviewing Ariba requests to ensuring they are moving through the approval
process
Assisting the lines of business enter Ariba requests as needed
Communicating to the appropriate people when requisition's need approval
from business partners
Manage current suppliers through annual Supplier Scorecard process
Processing of non-catalogue purchase requisitions for low value spend
categories (e.g., office supplies, Subscriptions & Publications, end user
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Qualifications for procurement sourcing specialist

Strong network relationships with industry and research analyst
Deep understanding of the operation and logistics for making a contract and
securing business
An understanding of the Korean Business Culture would be desired
The Buyer is responsible for defined work or projects that are managed,
controlled and expedited in a professional and efficient manner, in
accordance with the Global Sourcing Strategy
Work closely with corporate legal, security and privacy to tag team in the
negotiation of contract terms, orchestrating the sourcing process to satisfy
their interests that of the business in a timely manner
Degree in Mechanical, Mechatronics or Electronics Engineering


